A DIVISION OF COLEBREIT ENGINEERING

DESIGN. BUILD. GROW.

Engineering & design expertise that ensures the best for your cannabis business
Experience.
More than 80 successful cannabis-specific
projects and partnerships with growers,
architects, contractors, and investors.

Professionalism.
Licensed engineers with more than 100 years of
combined experience in mechanical, electrical,
plumbing, and process engineering.

Partnership.
Guidance in selecting the well-designed,
energy efficient systems that impact your
bottom line and productivity.

DESIGN
A sustainable and effective facility, designed specifically to meet your process
requirements, is essential for the success of your cannabis cultivation facility. Our
depth of experience provides you with the ability to take your operation to the next
level with a custom design for your business.

BUILD
Compliance with state and local codes and regulations can be tricky to navigate.
Our team understands the unique requirements for building compliant and efficient
cannabis cultivation and extraction facilities. Root Engineers keeps the design of your
project on schedule, on budget, and done right the first time around.

GROW
Your unique operation has unique needs, which is why Root Engineers dedicates
a project manager and an entire team of top engineers to your project. We
draw on our years of mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and process engineering
experience, coupled with a deep understanding of your business, to make the best
recommendations for maximizing your bottom line, now and for the future.
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- Electrical and lighting
design to meet both
your short-term needs
and long term goals
- Energy efficient HVAC
design that positively
impacts your profits
- Ancillary MEP Kitchen
design and equipment
selection services based
on years of commercial
kitchen work
- Experts in extraction
equipment peripherals,
including engineering
for Class I/Div 1&2

“

The team at Root Engineers
has a range of subspecialties and they truly
are a full-service firm.
We’ve consistently relied
upon their knowledge and
professionalism to grow
our business.

facilities

— PAT HORTON, RUBY FARMS

rootengineers.com

